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Innhold

Introduksjon
The purpose of this 

profile manual is to provide 
anyone that wishes to work with this 

brand in the future with a better understand-
ing of it . I will explain the decicions I have 

made and give some information about the colors, 
typography and variations of the logo. I will also 

include what I mean is taboo to do with the logo and 
other tips. 

In this way, whoever wishes to use the brand can do 
so freely without making mistakes and loosing brand    
consistency.
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The logo is one of the most important elements of the brand, it should always be centered when 

combined with other elements, It is not necessary to center it on all of the axis but it is still important  
to keep this in mind. Another important thing to remember is to give it spece, leave always a bit of 
breading space arround the logo, specially arround the wordmark. The logo I have created can be 

separated so that we can use the wordmark and the logo separetly, you can see some examples of how 
to do this downward.             

 

Logo variationsLogo
This logo variation can be used when the logo has to occupy a 

smaller space than usual. It can for exampel be used inside a circle or 
in a courner, or among other logos. Here is an exampel on how to use 

it, 
I was for example trying out som circular marks for the packaging and 

came across this solution.

    The other two logo variations can be used on different matters, they can be used as an alternativ 
to the logo, when you want  the whole page to be a specific color for example. Or just as ornaments 

when you want to vary a bit from the actual logo.  
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Black and White 

Here is the version in black and 
white, as you can see it also has 
many shades of grey, or so it 
seems. But actually it only has 
one shade of gray which is 60% 
black! 

The black and white logo can 
be used on ocations when the 
budget is not that high or just 
when you need to print one color
It still works pretty well, even 
thought the colors are important 
for the brand.
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Dont’s

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker anys       rømmekaker

HELLO

anys       rømmekaker

Do’s

Here is the versi

Give the logo some space!

anys       rømmekaker

When making the 
logo smaller or bigger, 
remember to adjust 
the details so that the 
look stays consistent!

Just try not to do any of 
the following mistakes! 

anys       rømmekaker

anys       rømmekaker

Same color 
and stroke size 

Same color 
and stroke size 

0.5 less size than light 
hair, if light hair 1pt 
sdjudt to  0.5 pt stroke  

always two sizes 
smaller than the 
darkest one, for exampel if 
the other one is 3pt, 
the light one has to be 1 pt 
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C: 37
M: 67
Y:67
K: 25

#:875348

C: 37
M: 67
Y:67
K: 25
#:875348

C: 0
M: 7
Y: 13
K: 0

#:ffedd9

C: 40
M: 75
Y: 74
K: 46

#:66362d

C: 37
M: 94

Y: 70
K: 52

#:611626

Colour tone 
60%

Colour tone 
60%
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The black and white logo uses 2 shades of black, a shade made of 30% for the ring around the logo and the rest is 60 % 

100% 30% 60%
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Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww  Xx Yy Zz

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww  Xx Yy Zz

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww  Xx Yy Zz

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww  Xx Yy Zz

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff  Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww  Xx Yy Zz

Coquette Bold

Coquette Regular 

Coquette Light

Garamond Regular

Bikham script pro 3  Regular (Used as headers and wordmark )

(Used as subheaders) 

(Body text )

(Body text or header)  

(Bussiness cards small text)  


